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BE A CURTAIN QUEEN – Curtain Panels 

Forming and Finishing Pleat Styles – Lesson Nine 

The French Pleat (aka Pinch Pleat) 

1. 3-finger pleat:  At the pleat fold, pinch fold gently and push toward the 

seam behind.  The two outer “fingers” naturally appear.   

2. 2-finger pleat:  Flatten the pleat completely with the fold like resting 

against the pleat seam.  Lift the two outer folds created by the flattening, 

and pinch them together. 

3. Hand stitching pleats: Collect all fingers at the buckram or stitch –line 

ending point.  Hand stitch through all layers at the outer-most front edge of 

the pleat.  I recommend using a double thread for strength.  After two 

swooping stitches, make two tiny stitches in one spot.  Run your thread tail 

under the fabric and out about a half an inch away.  Snip the tail.  Stitch the 

insides of the “fingers to the panel at the stitch line of the pleat.  This holds 

the pleat folds securely.  First pleat complete! 

The Goblet Pleat 

Form a three-finger French (or pinch) pleat and stitch at the buckram or stitch-line 

ending point.  No stitching is required at the top end of the pleat.  Open pleat 

with fingers to shape the pleat similar to a goblet glass.  Add poly-fil foam or 

tissue paper to hold the shape, if desired.  I’ve found that for thick fabricks, no 

stuffing is necessary.  A natural look with no buckram or stuffing is nice, too. 
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The Euro Pleat 

1. 3-finger Euro pleat: Fold pleat in the same way as the 3-finger French 

(pinch) pleat. 

2. 2-finger Euro pleat:  Fold pleat in the same way as the 2-finger French 

(pinch) pleat. 

3. Stitching the Euro pleat:  Hand-stitch the fabric edges at the top edge of the 

pleats rather than at the lower buckram or pleat-seam ending.  Gather 

pleat layers and stitch together about half the pleat’s depth back from the 

front edge of the pleat.  The threads are hidden well at the top edge of the 

panel and pleating, creating a neat and contemporary design.  When you 

stitch the pleat seams for Euro pleats, you can stitch only a couple of inches 

down for a non-puckered “free-flowing” look.  The result is looser Euro 

pleats that aren’t pulled too tightly by a longer pleat seam. 

The Butterfly Pleat 

For butterfly pleating, form a standard 2-finger pleat.  The hand sewing stage is 

used to create different types of butterfly looks. 

1. The petite butterfly:  Stitch the two fingers of pleats at half the distance to 

the buckram or pleat-seam ending edge.  This stitching is done exactly as 

the 2-finger pleat but in a different location.  The upper edge hand-stitching 

of the standard 2-finger pleat opens the butterfly slightly, creating a petite 

and dainty butterfly. 

2. The large butterfly:  Form a 2-finger pleat and stitch at three inches from 

the upper edge for a butterfly that’s larger than the petite butterfly.  Stitch 
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the upper portion of the pleat in the same way as the 2-finger pleat and the 

petite butterfly pleat. 

3. The opened butterfly pleat: For the opened butterfly, you must use NO 

buckram.  Create this pleat in the same way as the large butterfly pleat, 

except stitch the pleats in an open fashion at the top end of the pleat.  This 

is achieved by hand-stitching the folds of the two fingers flat against the 

back edge of the panel (onto the space between pleat sections at the top 

end of the pleat) 

The Cartridge Pleat 

Cartridge pleats are the easiest of all pleats, with a clean, contemporary styling.  

No hand stitching is required.  Simply open the pleat, smoothing out the fold line 

created from sewing the pleat seams.  Insert foam pipe insulation, trimmed if 

necessary to loosen a tight fit, and cut into 3-inch sections for pleat stability.  

Insert the foam after rolling it into a tight “cylinder” shape, and release to allow 

expansion to fill the cartridge shape of the pleat.  Don’t trim too much, though.  

You want the foam to stay in the pleat and not slide out the opening at the lower 

end of the pleat. 

The Box Pleat – Not Pinched at All! 

For box pleats, you need triple the panel finished width before adding center 

overlap and returns.  Add that 7 inches after tripling the window width distance.  

To compute these pleats (not like pinch pleating at all since there are no spaces 

between), pin pleats side-by-side along the width of your panel.  (The two ends 

must have the 3-1/2 inches after box pleat placement.)  After pinning and 

stitching pleats, open each pleat fully.  Place the pleat “fold” location flat against 
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the pleat seam behind.  Hand stitch the outer folds created in the flattening 

process at the top edge of the header – in the same way as the open butterfly 

pleat hand-stitching.  Each box pleat should align evenly with no space between, 

creating an even stream of “boxes” along the width of the panel (except for 

center overlap and side edge returns.  


